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Quantification of polyimide carbonization after laser ablation
F. Raimondi, S. Abolhassani, R. Brütsch, F. Geiger, T. Lippert,a) J. Wambach, J. Wei,
and A. Wokaun
Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

~Received 16 May 2000; accepted for publication 26 June 2000!

Polyimide was irradiated with a XeCl excimer laser~308 nm! and the ablated area and its
surrounding were studied using transmission electron microscopy~TEM! and confocal Raman
microscopy. Ring-like structures surrounding the ablated area were detected at all fluences. At
fluences lower than 250 mJ/cm22 the formation of conical structures was observed within the
irradiated area. The width of the rings increases with fluence and only slightly with the number of
pulses. The rings consist mainly of polycrystalline carbon with a relatively high bond angle disorder,
with thickness decreasing radially from the crater edge. The thickness of the deposited carbon was
determined from TEM analysis and calculated from the intensity ratios of Raman bands assigned to
carbon and polyimide using a two layer model. Comparing the two results an estimate of the
absorption coefficient of the deposited carbon could be obtained. On top of the cone structures
carbon was detected with a higher degree of crystallinity and lower bond angle disorder as compared
to the material deposited outside the crater. With energy dispersive x-ray analysis, calcium could be
detected on top of the cones. Therefore, it can be assumed that the Ca impurities are causing the
cone structures. The higher crystallinity of the carbon inside the irradiated area is probably due to
a tempering-like process on top of the Ca compound which is heated upon laser irradiation or to a
mixture of growth mechanisms similar to the ones suggested for the formation of carbon nanotubes
on metal particles and carbon nanohorns without metal catalysis. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~00!04919-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the commercialization of Kapton™ polyimide n
merous applications have been found. Polyimides are im
tant materials in microelectronics, where they are used
dielectric in multichip modules~MCM!,1 but also as negative
type photoresist.2 The via-holes through the polyimide in th
MCMs are produced by laser ablation.3,4 Polyimides can be
structured by all common excimer laser wavelengths~193,
248, 308, and 351 nm!.5 It is generally agreed on that th
mechanism of ablation is mainly photothermal, with ad
tional photochemical features, especially with 193 n
irradiation.6 Prominent features of Kapton ablation are t
sharp ablation threshold and differences in the ablation
near the threshold between two very sensitive methods,
atomic force microscopy and quartz microbalance.7 Ablation
products have been studied by a variety of techniques,
infrared spectroscopy,8 gas chromatography,9 and mass
spectrometry10 have been used to identify the principal ga
eous products of Kapton ablation. The main products a
CO2, CO, H2O, and HCN as well as various light hydroca
bons~up to four carbon atoms!. Laser induced fluorescenc
measurements indicate that diatomic fragments C2 and CN
are also formed at least transiently during ablation.11 Larger
molecules~e.g., C60! up to visible carbon particles are als
detected.12 The soot is partly redeposited around the ablat
crater and consists mainly of carbon. The ablated area
Kapton was also analyzed using analytical techniques w
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high lateral resolution. Within a certain fluence range c
bonization was detected, but the carbonized material is
ferent from the material deposited in the surrounding of
ablation crater.13,14 The carbonization results in an increa
of the conductivity of up to 12 orders of magnitude.15 An-
other important feature of ablation is the creation of mic
structures within a certain fluence range. These microst
tures can have the appearance of periodic, ripple-
structures or cone-shaped features.16 Several formation
mechanisms for these surface structures have been prop
in the literature: the presence of particulate impurities,17,18

differences in the etch rates of crystalline and amorph
domains,19 Marangoni convection in a molten surfac
layer,20 stress release,21 surface scattered waves,22 and vari-
ous simultaneously acting mechanisms.23

In this study the carbonization inside the crater, es
cially on top of the microstructures and in the surrounding
the ablation craters was studied by transmission electron
croscopy~TEM! and confocal Raman microscopy. It wa
shown in recent years that Raman microscopy is a flex
tool for the investigation of polymer interfaces and the d
termination of the degree of structural order in carbonace
materials.24–27 It is therefore an ideal technique to study th
laser induced carbonization on polymer surfaces.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polyimide ~Kapton™, DuPont! films ~;125 mm thick!
were supplied by Goodfellow and used as received. A Xe
excimer laser~Lambda Physik, Compex 205;l5308 nm,t
520 ns! was used as irradiation source for the ablation
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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periments. A pinhole mask~diameter 4 mm! was demagni-
fied with a lens~focal length5100 mm! onto the polymer
surface to create ablation craters of;250mm diameter. The
pulse energy was measured by a joulemeter~Gentec 200!
and the irradiated area was determined by an optical mi
scope and a profilometer~Dektak 8000!. Polyimide was irra-
diated with 200–800 pulses, at fluences ranging from 40
320 mJ/cm2. The ablation craters and the surrounding a
were studied with a confocal Raman microscope~Labram,
DILOR! equipped with a 1003 magnification objective~la-
ser spot size<1 mm! and a thermoelectrically cooled charg
coupled device~CCD! detector (11523300 pixels). The Ra-
man spectra were obtained in a backscattering geometry
the green line (l5530.9 nm) of a Kr-ion laser~Coherent
Innova 302!. The power at the sample was kept at 2
610mW. This value was low enough to prevent carboniz
tion of the polymer, as shown by the constant Raman sp
trum during acquisition. Raman spectra were routinely
quired in the range from 600 to 1900 cm21 using a 1800
grooves/mm grating. To extend the observation range to
frequency of the second-order region of the carbon Ram
spectrum, some spectra were recorded with a
grooves/mm grating. The lateral resolution of the Raman
croscope was about 2mm.

All spectra showed an intense fluorescence backgro
and were base line corrected, by subtracting the 7th o
polynomial that fitted best the 600–1100 and 1650–17
cm21 data regions. Figure 1 shows the base line correc
micro-Raman spectrum of polyimide, together with a Four
transform~FT!-Raman spectrum obtained with a BRUKE
FRA106/S spectrometer using 1064 nm radiation. In spite
the high fluorescence background and a resulting low sig
to-noise ratio, all spectral features of polyimide are detec
in the micro-Raman spectrum. FT-Raman spectroscop
not suitable to study carbonaceous materials because
strongly absorb IR radiation, which causes the thermal
composition of the carbon material. In addition, FT-Ram
spectroscopy does not have the spatial resolution require
the study of structures in the micrometer range.

The morphology of the samples was evaluated by sc
ning electron microscopy~SEM! using a 20 keV electron
beam ~after covering the sample with a 15-nm-thick
layer!. Information on the elemental composition of select
regions was obtained by energy dispersive x-ray anal
~EDX!. The lateral resolution of this technique for o
samples is in the order of 5–10mm.

One sample was especially prepared for TEM analy
A line structure was obtained by overlapping a row of t
craters created by 800 pulses with 80 mJ cm22. The line
structure allowed the preparation of samples for TEM ana
sis, using an ultramicrotome. The shape of this structure
sured that a microtome cut perpendicular to the line rep
sents a section of the ablated area and its surrounding.
irradiated side of the polymer film was covered by sputter
a 180-nm-thick gold layer, prior to embedding the film
epon~epoxy embedding kit, Fluka!. The gold layer protects
at least partly, the deposited material from the epon, sim
fies the identification of the irradiated polymer side duri
TEM analysis, and defines the interface between the de
o-
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ited material and the epon. The ultramicrotomy was carr
out on a LEICA ultramicrotome. The sections were cut to
thickness of 80–100 nm and collected on a Cu grid with
carbon membrane. The sections were observed by a J
2010 TEM operating at 200 keV. The microscope
equipped with an Oxford Instrument ISIS energy dispers
x-ray spectrometer and a Gatan multiscan CCD camera.

III. RESULTS

A. Morphological features

The 1003 magnification optical picture of a typical ab
lation crater, obtained after irradiation with 200 pulses at 2
mJ/cm2, is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The crater, with sharp and
well defined contours, has a diameter of;250 mm and is
surrounded by a black ring that extends;200 mm from the
edge of the crater. As reported previously and illustrated
Table I, the width of the ring evaluated with an optical m
croscope increases with the ablation fluence but is insens
to the pulse number at a given fluence.28

A section of the TEM sample is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The
deposited material extends for 3664 mm ~standard deviation
from different samples! from the crater edge, in close agre
ment with the values determined by optical microscopy. T
thickness of the deposited layer@shown in Fig. 3~b!# is
;1.660.3mm near the edge of the crater and decrea
nearly linearly with the distance from the crater. The rou

FIG. 1. Top: FT-Raman spectrum of polyimide with excitation waveleng
1064 nm. 1024 scans at a resolution of 4 cm21. Bottom: base line corrected
micro-Raman spectrum of polyimide. Excitation wavelength 530.9 n
power at the sample 200mJ, 1003 magnification objective, and 1800
grooves/mm grating.
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surface and the inhomogeneous density of the deposited
terial are clearly visible~the lighter colors representing lowe
densities!.

In Figs. 2~a!–2~c! the ablated area of the ‘‘standard
sample is shown. Below a laser fluence of 250 mJ/cm2 the
creation of cone-shaped structures is observed. In the v
micrograph in Fig. 2~a! the cones are visible as dark spo
while their shape is clearly visible in the SEM pictures@Figs.
2~b!–2~c!#. The bottom of the ablation craters is flat aft
irradiation with fluences above 250 mJ/cm2, while for irra-
diation with fluences below 160 mJ/cm2 no flat bottom could

FIG. 2. ~a! 1003 magnification optical image of a crater ablated with 2
pulses at 248 mJ/cm2. ~b! and~c! SEM pictures of a crater ablated with 80
pulses at 160 mJ/cm2.
a-

eo
,

be obtained. The number of conical structures increases
decreasing fluences. The height and diameter of the con
structures is not constant within a single ablation cra
@Fig. 2~c!#.

TABLE I. Dependency of the ring width on the fluence at constant num
of pulses~right column! and on the number of pulses at constant fluen
~left column!. These values have been determined by optical microsc
using a 103 magnification objective, unless stated otherwise.

800 pulses 320 mJ/cm2

Fluence~mJ/cm2!
Ring width

~mm!
Number of

pulses
Ring width

~mm!

80a 57 60 301
80 ~TEM sample! 41–54 140 306

116a 78 250 303
158 93 400 312

aValue determined using a 50-fold magnification objective.

FIG. 3. TEM micrographs of the transverse section of the line struct
obtained with 800 pulses at 80 mJ/cm2, showing the edge of the crater~at
the far left of the micrograph!. ~a! Overall view of the profile of the depos
ited material. The width of the region is 36mm. ~b! The section near the
edge of the crater, showing the details of the deposited material.
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B. Raman-microscopy characterization of the area
surrounding the ablation crater

The base line corrected Raman spectra of the rings
rounding ablation craters created with various numbers
pulses at 320 mJ/cm2 are shown in Fig. 4. The spectra we
measured close to the edge of the ablation crater~;5 mm!.
The spectrum of the sample irradiated with 140 pulses
veals two broad overlapping peaks at 1340@full width at half
maximum ~FWHM!5156 cm21# and 1580 cm21 ~FWHM
574 cm21) and no second-order features. These signals
assigned to polycrystalline graphitic carbon with a relativ
high bond angle disorder.29,30It is customary to refer to them
as the carbonD and G bands, respectively. For low puls
numbers~40–80 pulses! the carbonD andG bands and the
strongest peaks of polyimide are detectable. The PI ba
can be assigned to the C5C stretching vibration of the 1,4
disubstituted phenyl ring at 1608 cm21 and the C–N stretch
ing vibration of the imide system at 1395 cm21.31 The four

FIG. 4. Base line corrected and fitted spectra of the dark ring surroun
the craters created by 40~top!, 80 ~middle!, and 140~bottom! pulses at 320
mJ/cm2. Dotted line: Polyimide bands, continuous line: carbon bands.
r-
f

-

re

ds

overlapping peaks were fitted with four Gaussian
Lorentzian curves~Gaussian to Lorentzian ratio50.5!. The
polyimide bands were fitted according to the micro-Ram
spectrum of untreated polyimide: the bandwidth~FWHM 30
cm21! and the relative intensity (I 1608/I 139550.72) were
kept constant during the fitting. The parameters of the car
bands were allowed to vary freely. The resulting carbonD
band was found to be centered between 1330 and 1
cm21, while theG band was between 1580 and 1585 cm21.
The FWHM were in the range between 100 and 180 cm21

for the carbonD band and between 50 and 80 cm21 for the
carbonG band. The relative integrated intensities of the C–
stretching band of polyimide (I C–N) and of the carbonD
band (I D) were used as probe for the thickness of the dep
ited carbon layer.

In Figs. 5 and 6 the (I D)/(I D1I C–N) ratios are shown as
a function of the distance from the edge of the ablation c
ters, the number of pulses and the fluence. A compariso
Fig. 5 with Table I reveals that the optically determine
width of the black ring is in good agreement with the valu
indicated by the radial profiles of the Raman spectra. Fig
5 shows that the thickness of the carbon deposit surroun
the craters is increasing with laser fluence. For fluences c
to the ablation threshold of polyimide~;40 mJ/cm2! no car-

g

FIG. 5. Dependence of the (I D)/(I D1I C–N) ratio on the distance from the
crater edge. Craters were obtained with 800 pulses at various fluences

FIG. 6. Dependence of the (I D)/(I D1I C–N) ratio on the distance from the
crater edge. Craters were obtained with various number of pulses at
mJ/cm2.
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bon can be detected. For fluences higher than 116 mJ/2,
the ablation craters are surrounded by a circular region~;40
mm wide! where the carbon deposit masks the polyim
bands completely.

The optical microscopy images@evaluated visually from
the relatively sharp transition between carbon and polyim
substrates, Fig. 2~a!# suggest no dependence of the carb
ring size on the number of laser pulses used in the abla
experiments~Table I, right column!. On the contrary, the
Raman radial profiles in Fig. 6 indicate that the width of t
carbon ring around the craters increases slightly with
pulse number. This difference is most probably due to
different sensitivity of the two methods. The detection lim
of carbon is lower for Raman spectroscopy as compare
optical microscopy.

The spatial homogeneity of the carbon deposit w
evaluated by measuring the Raman spectra in three diffe
radial directions. The analysis of the crater ablated with
pulses at 320 mJ/cm2 suggests that the deposition is qu
homogeneous at a distance of less than;50 mm from the
crater edge. For instance, the (I D)/(I D1I C–N) ratio at 20mm
from the crater edge in different directions varies only
0.07. The deposit homogeneity decreases slightly at la
distances.

C. Raman-microscopy characterization of the cone
shaped structures inside the ablation craters

In Fig. 7 the SEM pictures of the cones obtained w
800 pulses at 160 mJ/cm2 are shown. At the top of each con
the polymer is covered by some material~;5 mm wide!
which appears white in the SEM pictures~Fig. 7, top!. A
larger magnification~Fig. 7, bottom! reveals that the materia
consists of spherical particles of;60–140 nm diameter. To
determine whether the area in which this material is pres
has a different average chemical composition than the
rounding polymer, EDX measurements were performed
various positions. The EDX measurements reveal that
cium is a major constituent of the area covered by ‘‘whit
material, whereas at any other position calcium is not det
able. A comparison of the EDX results obtained for the co
cal structures inside the craters, ablated with 800 pulses a
and 160 mJ/cm2 and with 200 pulses at 80 mJ/cm2, shows a
pronounced decrease of calcium with increasing ablation
ence and pulse number.

A typical Raman spectrum of a particle with high SE
brightness on top of a conical structure is shown in Fig.
The carbonG band is at a higher frequency~1590 cm21! as
compared to the corresponding band of the carbon dep
surrounding the ablation crater. This and the presence
well-defined second-order peak at 2720 cm21 indicate that
the carbon detected on top of the conical structures ha
higher degree of crystallinity and lower bond angle disor
than the material deposited outside the crater.27,32

The intensity of the Raman carbon bands is not equal
all cone structures within a certain ablation crater. T
might be due to an inhomogeneous carbon distribut
within the ablation craters or to morphological features of
observed area that affect the collection of the Raman spe
Therefore at least four conical structures within each cra
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were studied and the mean valueI C of the sum of the inten-
sities of the carbonD andG bands was calculated. Figure
illustrates how the mean intensity of the carbon bands va
with the laser fluence. It is significant that in all but one ca

FIG. 7. SEM pictures of the area inside the crater ablated with 800 pulse
160 mJ/cm2.

FIG. 8. Raman spectrum measured at the top of a conical structure w
the crater ablated with 800 pulses at 160 mJ/cm2 ~the 600 grooves/mm
grating was used!.
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the intensity of the carbon bands measured on top of the c
structures within the craters ablated with 200 pulses is lo
than for the craters obtained by 800 pulses. In all cases
elemental carbon was detected at the crater bottom betw
the conical structures, but the Raman spectrum of pure p
imide was obtained.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Raman-microscope characterization of the area
surrounding the ablation crater

In order to estimate the thickness of the carbon dep
surrounding the ablation crater from the Raman spectr
simple model is developed, consisting of a homogene
layer of carbon, of thicknessa ~mm!, covering the polymer
film.

If scattering phenomena due to the presence of gra
and reflections at interfaces, are neglected, the decreas
radiation intensity inside a homogeneous materialI IN(t) can
be expressed by

I IN~ t !5I 0e2«t, ~1!

where« is the absorption coefficient of the material at t
relevant wavelength,I 0 the intensity of the radiation befor
entering the material, andt the penetration depth of the ra
diation. The intensityI of a certain Raman band is then give
by

I 5tE
0

`

I IN~ t !se2«tdt, ~2!

wheret is a constant that includes the sensitivity of the d
tector and all other instrumental factors at the Raman b
wavelength ands is the Raman scattering factor for the sp
cific Raman band. Inserting Eq.~1! in Eq. ~2! and integrating
for a two layer model, Eqs.~3! and ~4! are obtained

I C5tE
0

a

I 0sCe22«Ctdt5t
I 0sC

2«C
~12e22«Ca!, ~3!

FIG. 9. Mean intensity of the carbon bands detected at the top of the co
structures. Craters were ablated with 200 and 800 pulses at various flue
The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the measurements
different cone structures within the same ablation crater.
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I PI5tE
0

`

I 0sPIe
22@a«C1«PI~ t2a!#dt5t

I 0sPI

2«PI
e22a«C, ~4!

where the subscripts C and PI indicate quantities relative
the carbonD band and the polyimide C–N stretching ban
respectively. Dividing Eq.~3! by Eq. ~4!

I C

I PI
5

sC

sPI

«PI

«C
~e2«Ca21! ~5!

is obtained, from whicha can be retrieved

a5
1

2«C
lnS I C

I PI

sPI

sC

«C

«PI
11D . ~6!

To estimate@(SPI/SC)/(«C/«PI)#, the Raman spectra of a
untreated polyimide film~thickness;125 mm! and of the
thick carbon deposit surrounding a crater ablated with 2
pulses at 320 mJ cm22 were measured. The carbon depo
was thick enough that no Raman bands assigned to poly
ide could be detected. For both samples an expression an
gous to Eq.~3! in the limit of infinite thickness can be used
Thus

S I PI

I C
D

ref

5
sPI

sC

«C

«PI
~7!

is obtained. A value of 1.260.2 was obtained experimentall
for ((I PI)/(I C))ref . From spectroscopic ellipsometry data o
glassy carbon typeK, a value of «C equal to 19.3
60.1mm21 has been calculated.33 The absorption coefficien
of glassy carbon was used to approximate the absorp
coefficient of the carbon deposit. The Raman spectra of th
two materials are more or less identical, but different m
phologies, e.g., density, are probable.

Figure 10 shows the thickness of the carbon layer ca
lated from Eq.~6! as a function of the distance from th
ablation craters ablated using a fluence of 320 mJ/cm2. Ra-
man data on single, nonoverlapping craters were used in
calculation. The maximum thickness of the carbon layer t
can be determined using Eq.~6! with a reasonable accurac
is ;100 nm. For thicker layers only a very small C–
stretching peak of polyimide is detected, resulting in lar

al
es.
m

FIG. 10. Thickness of the carbon layer calculated from Eq.~6! vs the dis-
tance from the craters ablated with various pulse numbers at 320 mJ/c2.
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uncertainties in the calculation. The deposited carbon laye
thinner than 70 nm, if less than 80 pulses are used, but
ceeds the upper detection limit if more pulses are used.

Comparing the calculated thickness of the carbon la
surrounding the TEM sample to the values obtained from
TEM analysis reveals that the calculation underestimates
carbon layer thickness roughly by a factor of 15. The cal
lated thickness of the carbon layer surrounding the line
craters used for TEM analysis is'60 nm at a distance of 25
mm from the crater edge, while the TEM analysis show
thickness of'9006200 nm at the same distance. The dep
ited material consists of two distinct layers: a more homo
neous and denser layer in direct contact with the polym
and a second layer consisting of very poorly bound mate
@Fig. 2~b!#. At 5 mm from the edge of the crater the thickne
of each layer is 750 nm.

Including multiple reflections between the interfac
would further decrease the calculated thickness. It is m
likely that the observed difference between the calcula
and observed values is due to the lower absorption co
cient of the carbon deposit as compared to the applied v
of glassy carbon. This is most probably due to a lower d
sity of the deposited carbon, because the Raman spectra
gest that the chemical structure of the two materials is id
tical. A lower density for a material obtained from gas pha
deposition~gravity induced! is expected, as supported by th
inhomogeneous density observed in the TEM picture@Fig.
2~b!#. A value of«C equal to 1.3mm21 is obtained from Eq.
~6! by using the measured~TEM! thickness of the carbon
layer and the Raman intensities obtained at the same l
tions.

B. Raman-microscopy characterization of the cone
shaped structures inside the ablation craters

According to the model proposed by Tayloret al.,28 the
formation of the conical structures occurs by shading of
laser radiation by debris mainly consisting of elemental c
bon deposited during the ablation process.28 However, the
variation of the intensity of the carbon Raman bands on
of the conical structures with the ablation parameters s
gests a different mechanism. For the mechanism of Ta
et al.28 carbon should be detected on top of the conical str
tures as soon as they are formed. Figure 9 shows that
laser pulses at 158 mJ/cm2 are not sufficient to produce
detectable amount of elemental carbon on top of the con
structures, which are already visible inside the crater.
emental carbon is only detectable after 800 pulses at
fluence, which suggests that the deposition of elemental
bon occurs after the formation of the conical structures an
not causing it.

EDX experiments reveal that a calcium containing co
pound is present on top of the conical structures. The
that no other elements but carbon and oxygen are detect
amounts comparable to Ca, implies that a salt such
CaCO3,CaC2, or an organic Ca compound~e.g., Ca-fatty ac-
ids are in some cases used for friction control during
production of polymer films! is present. The visual appea
ance of the top of the conical structures did not change a
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a treatment in H2O or aqueous HNO3(;1 M) for 1 h, sug-
gesting that no soluble materials are present.

The experimental data can be interpreted as follows
calcium containing impurity is evenly distributed in the pol
mer film. The threshold fluence for this compound is high
than for polyimide, which is the case for most inorgan
compounds. During irradiation the impurity particles are n
ablated while the surrounding polyimide is removed. T
remaining calcium containing particles shade the underly
material from the laser radiation, creating the observed co
cal structures. At higher laser fluences the calcium conta
ing material is also ablated, which explains the lower dens
of conical structures at high fluences and the existence
fluence window where the conical structures can be
served.

The conical structures act as nucleation centers for
growth of ordered carbon. Carbon has also a higher abla
threshold than polyimide, which results in the accumulat
of carbon in a certain fluence range. While it is well know
that thermal treatment increases the order of carbonac
materials, temperatures higher than 1500 °C are in gen
required to promote thermal graphitization.34 It is possible
that the temperature on top of the conical structures, wh
no ablation takes place, is higher than in the rest of the i
diated area. Temperatures higher than 1000 °C are not
likely ~decomposition temperature of PI5600 °C!, even if
surface temperatures between 8006 and 1800 °C7 were calcu-
lated from pure thermal models. Therefore, different mec
nisms for the graphitization of amorphous carbon during
lation should also be considered.

Metals ~e.g., Ni! are known to cause graphitization o
various carbon-containing precursors at quite low tempe
tures~500 °C!, likely to be reached during UV-laser ablatio
experiments.35 Metals and metal carbides catalyze the form
tion of carbon nanotubes from small carbon containing m
ecules (CO, CH4, C2H4) at 600 °C.36 Therefore, it is possible
that the Ca containing material may act as nucleation ce
for the growth of ordered carbon from the gaseous abla
products in a similar way as metal and metal carbide p
ticles responsible for the formation of carbon nanotubes. T
morphology and Raman spectra of the carbon deposit on
of the conical structures~Fig. 7, bottom! are comparable to
the carbon nanohorns observed recently by Iijimaet al.,37

and not to carbon nanotubes. However, the carbon nanoh
were obtained during the CO2 laser ablation of carbon at RT
without metal catalysis. Since we observe the carbon m
rial only on top of the Ca containing cones a mechani
presenting similarities with both the nanotube and nanoh
mechanisms might be the most probable. It is notewor
that the experimental conditions between our experime
~RT, XeCl excimer laser, polyimide target!, the formation of
carbon nanohorns~RT, CO2 laser, graphite target, vacuum
with controlled Ar flow! and the formation of nanotubes~RT
to 1200 °C, CO2 or Nd:yttrium–aluminum–garnet lase
graphite target with 0.6% of metal, vacuum with controll
Ar flow! are quite different, complicating the correlation
the data.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

After irradiation of polyimide with fluences between 4
and 250 mJ cm22 cone-like structures are observed in t
irradiated area. On top of these cones Ca-containing spe
are detected which probably cause their development du
the higher ablation threshold of inorganic materials co
pared to polyimide. The Ca impurities shade the underly
polymer and hence give rise to the development of the co
On top of the cones carbon with a high degree of crystallin
is detected. Carbon also exhibits a higher ablation thresh
than the polymer and remains therefore on top of the co
The increased crystallinity is probably due to a temper
like process on top of the Ca compound which is hea
upon laser irradiation, or to a growth mechanism similar
those suggested for the formation of carbon nanotubes
metal particles or carbon nanohorns without metal cataly
Ring-like structures are formed outside the ablation cra
The width of these rings increases with fluence and o
slightly with the pulse number. The rings consist mainly
polycrystalline carbon with a relatively high bond angle d
order and thickness decreasing radially from the crater e
The thickness of the deposited carbon was determined f
TEM analysis. The thickness decreases nearly linearly fr
the crater edge ('1.660.3mm). The intensity ratio of Ra-
man bands assigned to carbon and polyimide was also
to calculate the thickness of the carbon layer. The thickn
calculated from the Raman bands strongly depends on
absorption coefficient,«C, of the carbon layer. Using th
value of«C measured for glassy carbon typeK the maximum
thickness that could be determined in this way was aro
100 nm. This value was reached close to the crater edge
irradiation with 140 pulses at 320 mJ cm22. For thicker lay-
ers the very low intensity of the bands assigned to polyim
gives rise to a large uncertainty on the calculated values.
higher thickness obtained by TEM analysis indicates that
actual absorption coefficient of the deposited carbon is ab
15 times lower than the value measured for glassy car
typeK. This is most probably due to the lower density of t
deposited material as compared to glassy carbon. Using
thickness obtained by the TEM measurements an absorp
coefficient of 1.3mm21 for the deposited carbon materi
could be calculated from the Raman spectra.
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